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Abstract

The modeling of snow redistribution in turbulent conditions plays an important

role for the prediction of snow accumulation and avalanche risk. For this aim two

Lagrangian models, one for the suspension and one for the saltation of snow were

coupled. The saltation layer model, where the snow particles are initially entrained,

acts as the lower boundary condition for the suspension model. Snow particles can

be lifted into suspension and then bed with the �ow. They thus no longer follow the

characteristic ballistic trajectories of the saltation process. The wind �eld data for

both models was previously generated by a large eddy simulation of the atmospheric

boundary layer. The saltation model used in this work is an adapted version of the

one implemented in the Alpine3D model used at the Swiss Federal Institute for

Snow and Avalanche Research (SLF Davos). The suspended transport is modeled

by a 3-D Lagrangian Stochastic Model. The large eddy simulation and the Alpine

3D saltation model have been validated against �eld data, however the veri�cation

of the suspension model for snow particles is still pending. Further work will scope

on the full coupling of Lagrangian saltation and suspension as well as the large

eddy simulation into one complete snow drift model.

Résumé

La modélisation de la redistribution de la neige dans des conditions turbulentes

joue un rôle important dans la prédiction d'accumulation de neige et du risque

d'avalanche. Dans ce but, deux modèles Lagrangiens, un pour le transport en

suspension et l'autre pour le transport en saltation de la neige ont été couplés d'une

manière séquentielle. Le modèle de la couche de saltation, où les particules de neige

sont initialement entrainées, agit comme condition de bord inférieure pour le modèle

de suspension. Les particules de neige peuvent être soulevées en suspension et être

ainsi emportées par le �ux. Elles ne suivent alors plus les trajectoires balistiques

caractéristiques du transport en saltation. Les données du champ de vent pour

les deux modèles ont d'abord été générées par une simulation des grandes échelles

de la couche limite atmosphèrique. Le modèle de saltation utilisé dans ce travail

est une version adaptée de celui implémenté dans le modèle Alpine3D utilisé par

l'institut pour l'étude de la neige et des avalanches (SLF Davos). Le transport en

suspension est modélisé par un modèle lagrangien stochastique en trois dimensions.

La simulation des grandes échelles et le modèle de saltation ont été validés avec des

données d'expériences, cependant le modèle de suspension pour les particules de

neige n'est pas validé. Le travail futur ciblera sur le couplage complet des modèles

envers un modèle complet de transport de neige.
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Introduction

Aeolian Snow Redistribution is the main process for non homogeneous distribution

of snow throughout the topography. This distribution of snow is important for many

purposes, from infrastructure use to water resources management. Uncontrolled

snow accumulations can turbid the use of infrastructure such as roads, airports

etc. From a hydrological viewpoint, important quantities of water in form of snow

can be moved during wind events. Also the related sublimation process which

increases during snow transport can lead to important losses of the snow water

equivalent. Another critical issue are avalanches which develop their potential as

important quantities of snow accumulate on the slopes. Also cornices formed by

the aeolian erosion-depositions mechanism can trigger avalanches. This makes snow

displacement modeling to an important tool in avalanche predictions.

The presented study is a �rst step towards precise simulation of snow drift at high

resolution. The aim is to evaluate an approach of coupling a Large Eddy Simulation

to Lagrangian stochastic models of suspended and saltating snow transport.

Snow Transport in turbulent air conditions

According to Bagnold (1941) transport of heavy particles through a turbulent �uid

can be described by 3 processes: creeping, saltation and suspension.

(1)Creeping happens along the ground when particles are agitated by impacting

particles. During creeping the moving particles never loose contact with the im-

mobilized particles forming the surface. This process does not directly depend on

wind speed but on the impact among particles and can therefore be seen as part of

the saltation process.

(2)When the shear stress at the ground is high enough, particles can be entrained

from the surface. They take o� and follow ballistic trajectories before they bounce

back on the ground. This hopping of particles is called saltation. When impacting
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Figure 1.1: Typical trajectories of the three transport modes (�gure adapted from
Kind, 1990)

on the ground they can entrain other particles into creeping or saltation, or bounce

themselves back up again.

(3)Small and light particles can even reach higher elevations where the wind �eld

gains in�uence on the trajectories. This is referred to as suspension or suspended

transport. The trajectories are then no longer dominated by gravity, but are dic-

tated by the arbitrariness of the wind speed. The drag forces exerted by the tur-

bulent air �ow makes them follow paths through the air that are close to random

walks. The intermediate state between saltation and suspension is referred to as

modi�ed saltation, where the particles show characteristics of both, saltating and

suspended transport (Clifton and Lehning, 2008).

Previous Developments

The foundations in understanding of aeolian erosion of solid particles and the re-

lated mass transport were laid by Bagnolds Physics of Blown Sand and Desert

Dunes in 1941 (Bagnold, 1941). Since then a lot of work was accomplished, espe-

cially to model the saltation and the suspension transport mode. Putting the scope

on aeolian snow redistribution in turbulent conditions, we will have a closer look

on latest developments.

As snow transport is a non linear function of the wind velocity, accuracy of transport

models strongly depends on wind data (cf. Schneiderbauer et al., 2008; Pomeroy

and Male, 1992; Kind, 1990). This shows the importance of micro scale wind �eld

modeling where a high temporal and spatial resolution is preferable. Compromise

between computing time demand and high spatial and temporal resolution has to

be found with respect to the scope of the modeling. Large Eddy Simulation (LES)

is a promising modeling technique for turbulent �ows based on the concept of tur-

bulent eddy structures. The big eddies, down to a certain scale, are completely

resolved using the Navier-Stokes equations. The unresolved ones, so called subgrid-
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scale, are then parametrized. For further details the reader is invited to consult

Albertson (1996) and Bou-Zeid et al. (2005). The technique is probably the most

accurate in terms of temporal and spatial resolution of atmospheric turbulent �ow,

and therefore a good choice for aeolian transport modeling.

Concerning suspension transport Thomson (1987) gave a rigorous basis for the us-

ing of LES for a Lagrangian stochastic model of particle dispersion. Weil et al.

(2004) implemented and validated this approach for passive particles behaving like

being part of the �uid. During his Masters Thesis Overney (2006) implemented

the proposed method, and extended it to heavy particle transport. His new model

thus links LES wind �eld and Lagrangian stochastic particle dispersion model for

suspension, without saltation.

An validated model for snow saltation is proposed by Doorschot and Lehning (2002);

Doorschot et al. (2004) and re�ned by (Clifton and Lehning, 2008). It is an equi-

librium saltation model using a Lagrangian stochastic approach (3.3). The model

is implemented in the snow drift module of Alpine3D, a hydrological model with

focus on alpine environment (cf. Lehning et al., 2006). In Alpine3D the wind data

is provided by the Advanced Regional Prediction System (ARPS) run in LES mode

(cf. Faure, 2008, and refs therein). It uses an adapted mesh following the topogra-

phy. This has the advantage that the resolution of the domain is not homogeneous

throughout the domain and can be adapted to the needs. This reduces the comput-

ing time demand as only high resolution has to be computed where needed. On the

other hand the adapted mesh has di�culties when it comes to steep topography.

Near the bottom boundary where velocity gradients as well as grid deformations

are most important the model becomes numerically unstable (cf. Raderschall et al.,

2008).

The use of immersed boundaries instead of an adaptive mesh for the topography

could solve the problems related to steep topography. Immersed boundary is a

method where virtual walls are immersed into the grid cells. This virtual walls are

then countering every force acting on them analogous to the action-reaction prin-

ciple. The LES from the Environmental Fluid Mechanics Laboratory (EFLUM)

at the EPFL (cf. 3.2) seems promising in this respect. But the computing time

demand remains important when resolutions equal to the near boundary resolution

of the ARPS are aimed at because of the homogeneous resolution of its grid.
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Outline

The three main issues treated are presented below (not necessarily in their order of

signi�cance):

(1) First there is the adaption of the suspension model from Overney (2006), which

will be referred to as SuM (Suspension Model) from here on. The general structure

of the code was adapted in order to support large number of particles (section

3.4.2). Further the particle drag module was added in order to better account for

heavy particle inertia(section 3.4.1).(2) Second the suspension and the saltation

model are coupled in a way that the saltation model acts as a particle source for

suspension (section 3.3). (3) Third the saltation model (referred to as SaM from

here on) was coupled to the LES in a way that both transport models are driven by

the same wind �eld (section 3.3). The sequential coupling of the models generates

some promising results that are presented in chapter 4. Further di�erent problems

at di�erent stages of the sequential coupling are elicited and discussed.
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2

Idea and concept

2.1 The General Idea

Before looking at the details of the coupled models we will consider the general idea

of the process to be modeled. First we imagine a signi�cant wind blowing over a

snow�eld. This would exert some shear stress on the snow cover as the surface has

a certain roughness. If this shear stress is strong enough, particles from the snow

cover are entrained and bouncing back on the ground where they can entrain more

snow particles. A saltation layer establishes. Finally some of the lighter particles

are ejected to elevations above the saltation layer where they enter into a suspended

transport regime. There they can be transported over long distances, before going

back into the local saltation layer, or directly settle on the ground. In terms of

Figure 2.1: The general idea of the modeled processes

modeling this means that three types of models have to interact to represent the

described episode (2.1). (1) First a Large Eddy Simulation (LES ) provides the

information about the turbulent wind �eld and the informations about the shear

stress near the ground. (2) Then a Lagrangian Stochastic Saltation Model for the
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saltation layer (SaM ) acts as a lower boundary condition and particle source for the

suspension layer. (3) Finally the suspension model (SuM ), also on a Lagrangian

Stochastic approach, traces the trajectories of the particles through the turbulent

wind �eld of the suspension layer.

2.1.1 Separating the layers

The presence of heavy particles in the air modi�es the wind pro�le. As a matter of

fact, particles are accelerated by drag force which means that there is a momentum

exchange between wind molecules and the denser ice molecules. Thus wind velocity

is reduced when snow particles are present in the air. Looking at the pro�le and

the characteristics of the particles present in the air we observe that with increasing

altitude their amount as well as their size decreases. Thus we make the assumption

that above a certain height, the in�uence of particles on the wind pro�le becomes

very small, and can then be neglected (Nemoto et al., 2004).

This assumption supports the idea of separating the domain into two layers with

di�erent physical proprieties: in the �rst layer momentum exchange is considered,

and in the second layer neglected. We therefore consider a suspension layer above

and a saltation layer below a certain height, as shown in �gure 2.2. In our modeling

approach, the height of the interface between the two layers is �xed at the saltation

height which is de�ned below (section 2.1.2). Regarding the transport rates we

Figure 2.2: The three di�erent particle transport processes can be separated into
two layers: the suspension layer, and the saltation layer where also creeping takes
place (�gure adapted from Clifton and Lehning, 2008)

observe that at moderate wind speeds the major part of the transport occurs in

the �rst few centimeters near the surface. With increasing wind speed, the relative

contribution of suspension increases. According to Pomeroy and Male (1992) sus-

pension can rise up to 90% of the total mass transport at wind speeds of 17m/s

(measured at 10m). However this is probably overestimated when comparing to

other literature (Kind, 1990). Gauer (1999) mention a probably more realistic rate

of up to 40% depending on the wind speed (cf. table 2.1).
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(a) Pomeroy and Male (1992) (b) Kind (1990)

Figure 2.3: Transport rate with increasing wind speed: the contribution of suspen-
sion transport increases with the wind speed

Creeping 5-25%

Saltation 50-75%

Suspension 3-40%

Table 2.1: Mass transport contribution of the di�erent transport modes according
to Gauer (1999)

2.1.2 Saltation Height

The height of the Saltation layer depends on the stress exerted by the �uid on the

ground (Doorschot and Lehning, 2002). This means that a higher shear stress leads

to higher ejection velocities of entrained particles, and therefore the particles reach

higher altitudes. The same goes for the density of particle and their impact on the

wind �eld. The height of the interface between the saltation and suspension layer

varies therefore as well with the shear velocity. A dynamic saltation height implies

that the particles would be released and withdrawn at heights varying in time and

space. The complexity of such a dynamic coupling is left for future development.

During this study the saltation height is �xed at 10cm above the ground according

to the results of Nemoto et al. (2004).
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2.2 Characteristics of snow particles

If one considers snow as transported solid matter, one must deal with some addi-

tional di�culties related to the complexity of snow. For example the shape of snow

particles can vary over a large range and experiences metamorphism during the

transport event. As the shape is of major importance for the drag driven transport

it is necessary to have a closer look at it. In this section we will point out some

characteristics of snow particle and the simpli�cations made in our approach.

2.2.1 Particle Size

The size of a snow particles can vary between less than 100 microns for strongly

fractioned particles, to more than a centimeter for freshly fallen snow �akes. During

the transport in cold and rather dry environment, the biggest particles are rapidly

fractionated into small particles. Thus we can assume that bigger particles are

only present at the very beginning of a transport event. They then rapidly break

down into a range of diameters below 1000 microns. We will consider a grain size

Figure 2.4: Range of typical particle sizes per transport mode according to Gauer
(1999)

distribution like the one used for the SaM (cf. section 3.3). To avoid having to

alter the particle shapes we assume that their diameter remains constant during

transport.

2.2.2 Drag and weight related shape of snow particles

A suspended snow particle moving through the air is primarily accelerated by drag

forces and by gravitational force (section 3.4.1). The drag force depends on the

drag relevant surface exposed to the wind, and is therefore de�ned by the particles

shape. Small snow particles usually have a non spherical shape which means that

their orientation has also an in�uence on the drag relevant surface. To simplify the

problem we assume spherical particles. This allows us to ignore the orientation and

eventual rotation of particles. The drag relevant surface is thus calculated as the
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surface of a circle having the particle's diameter:

Adrag = π

(
d

2

)2

(2.1)

The force due to gravity is dependent on it's mass, thus on the volume of ice that

the particle is made of. Simply multiplying the volume of a sphere by the density

of ice would lead to an overestimation of the particles mass. Sato et al. (2008)

proposed a solution for snow�akes with a size of 7-20 mm, by introducing a relation

between mass and diameter di�ering from volume of a sphere relation:

m = 0.025 · d1.84 (2.2)

As the proposed relation is not validated for our range of particle size, and no ap-

propriate experimental data is available, we simply decrease the speci�c weight of

particles by a factor γ. Thus the particles mass is:

m = γ · ρice ·
3

4
π

(
d

2

)3

(2.3)

The factor γ was arbitrarily chosen to be 0.5. It would be necessary determine

experimentally either a relation similar to eq. 2.2 or a more appropriate γ for eq.

2.3.

2.2.3 Other processes

The sublimation of snow is an important mechanism of snow hydrologies. Important

quantity of water can be lost to the atmosphere through sublimation. The process

is even more e�ective on suspended snow as these particles are small and exposed

to dry air at higher elevations (Pomeroy, 1997). However, sublimation was ignored

because of its direct interactions with air temperature and air moisture, whose

dynamics were not considered.

One could think that snow particles, when encountering each other, could aggregate

and form bigger particles. But the aggregation of snow particles needs temperatures

close to 0◦C. This implies that the snow surface would be composed of rather

wet snow, and therefore makes it nearly impossible for particles to be entrained.

Thus, in order to get particles entrained in the saltation layer we assume dry snow

conditions. We assume therefore stable temperature of −10◦C. Further we ignore

any cohesive behavior of particles once entrained.
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2.3 The modeled situation

Domain

The situation modeled is a relatively small 3-dimensional domain with a smooth

hill representing the topography (�gure2.5).

Figure 2.5: Representation of the 3-dimensional domain where the snow drift
takes place. (Remark: The simulated domain has a total height of 6.4m, whereas
only the �rst 3.2m are represented here)

Hill Geometry

The center of the hill is positioned at cx = 5[m] and cy = 3.2[m]. The hill's shape

is de�ned by a squared co-sinus function with a height of h = 0.8[m] and a radius

of R = 2[m] (eq.2.4).

z(x,y) =

{
h · cos

( r(x,y)

R · π2
)2

: r(x, y) < R

0 : r(x, y) ≥ R
(2.4)

with r(x,y) =
√

(x− cx)2 + (y − cy)2

Time

The simulation was run over a time period of 10s. This rather short time period

was selected to avoid the storage of huge amounts of data yielded especially by

the LES. Nevertheless, the time period of 10s is su�cient to renew the air in the

domain several times.
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3

Implementation

3.1 Interfacing the models

The three models were coupled sequentially as shown in �gure 3.1:

(1) First the LES was ran to create the wind data inside modeled the domain.

The instantaneous wind �eld was extracted with a frequency of 100 Hz whereas

the informations concerning the shear velocity were extracted with a frequency of

10 Hz. (2) In a second step the SaM was ran with the shear velocity as input, to

generate information about time, location, type and number of particles entering

into suspension. (3) In a �nal step, having the informations about the particles

and the wind �eld, the trajectories were computed by the SuM. In the following

Figure 3.1: The simpli�ed scheme of the sequential coupling of the three models

sections, the three models will be shortly presented, following by the adaptations

and modi�cations made to perform the above described coupling.
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3.2 The Large Eddy Simulation (LES)

To model the turbulent wind �eld with the necessary spatial and temporal resolu-

tion, a Large Eddy Simulation originally developed at the John Hopkins University,

and re�ned at the Laboratory of Environmental Fluid Mechanics at the EPFL is

used. For details the reader is invited to consult Bou-Zeid et al. (2005) and refer-

ences therein. This choice is justi�ed by its performance and by it's capability to

use immersed boundaries.

3.2.1 Adaptation and con�guration

Adaptations made

The LES was only slightly adapted in order to yield the necessary outputs. No

major modi�cation in its structure or general functioning was made. For the wind

�eld data an output function was added which extracts instantaneous wind data

and dissipation rate at an adaptable interval of time steps. The wind �eld data

occupies a considerable amount of storage space, but as we are in a sequential

coupling this is unavoidable. Similar to the wind �eld data the Reynolds shear

stress in the domain is extracted at an adjustable frequency and written to a �le.

The shear stress is computed as following:

τ =

√
u′ · w′2 + v′ · w′2 (3.1)

And for the shear velocity we use:

u∗ =

√
τ

ρ
(3.2)

Due to di�culties described in section 3.2.2 below the shear velocity was not com-

puted directly inside the LES code, but afterwards during the post-processing of

the yielded 3-dimensional shear stress data.

Con�guration of the LES

The LES ran in a mode neglecting the dynamics of scalars like temperature and

humidity. The modeled domain and the spacial resolution as well as the geometrical

details of the immersed boundary is described in section 2.3. The time step was set

to ∆t = 10−4[s], which was necessary for the simulation to converge. The output

12



frequency for the wind �eld was set to an interval of 100 LES time steps, which cor-

responds to the necessary frequency of 100[Hz] for the SuM (cf. section 3.4.1). The

shear stress was extracted in intervals of 1000 LES time steps (10[Hz]). The mean

values to compute the shear stress (eq.3.1) were averaged over 100 instantaneous

values taken at intervals of 10 LES time steps.

3.2.2 Di�culties concerning the LES

SGS issue

The �gure 3.2 shows a slice through the center of the hill (y = 3.2m) of the 3-

dimensional time averaged u∗ data. One can observe very strong gradients between

several grid points, which are certainly non-realistic values.

Figure 3.2: u∗ pro�le averaged over 10s.

Figure 3.3: xz-slice of the dissipation rate averaged over 10s

It appears that the LES has di�culties with the immersed boundaries. The

shear stress used to compute u∗ is computed on a resolved component (eq. 3.1) and

on a SGS component. As the resolved velocities do no show the same characteristics,

13



the problem is probably to be found in the sub grid scale modeling close to the

boundaries. This diagnostic is further a�rmed by looking at the dissipation rate

(�g. 3.3)which shows exactly the same pattern of aberrant values. As the solving

of this problem is beyond the scope of this study the problem was no further

investigated. A solution to avoid the aberrant gradients for the shear velocity values

is proposed in the section 4.1.2. Using the dissipation values when calculating the

SGS velocity contribution in the suspension model leads to similar problems (section

3.4.2).

Geometrical issues

The second problem is the determination of the exact position at which u∗ should

be taken for the SaM, particularly above the hill. What �rst sounds simple reveals

itself as relatively complex. As the saltation process happens along the ground, the

so-called saltation height is rather a normal distance to the ground than a proper

vertical height. As the determination of of the mentioned position is directly con-

nected to the local shape of the topography this leads to a rather complex inter-

polation depending on the immersed boundary data. This added complexity was

estimated to be of secondary importance, as we already made the simpli�cation of

a �xed saltation height (cf. section 2.1.2). It was therefore not resolved during this

study. Instead a post-processing of the data is proposed in section 4.1.2 implying

a simple interpolation along the z-axis and a smoothening of the values.

3.3 The Saltation Model (SaM)

The saltation model has to yield informations about the particles reaching the

suspension layer. The model used for this purpose was developed at the Snow and

Avalanche Research Center (SLF) in Davos (Doorschot et al., 2004; Clifton and

Lehning, 2008).

Description

The SLF saltation model computes a local steady state saltation for a given shear

stress above the saltation layer. This is done by an iterative process because the

shear stress at ground level and the amount of saltating particles in�uence each

other. The shear stress at the ground level is reduced due to the momentum trans-

fer towards particles in the saltation layer. Then the amount of saltating particles

are governed again by the shear stress at the ground. When the shear stress on
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the ground converges the steady state is reached and equilibrium saltation is estab-

lished. In order to determine the density pro�les of particles in the saltation layer

the model evaluates particle trajectories. This is done for characteristic particles

weighted by their occurrence in the snow cover. A characteristic particle is de�ned

by its diameter, its ejection angle and its ejection velocity. The three parameters

are distributed with a Gaussian distribution over a range of values. The parameters

of the distribution was established with experimental data (cf. Clifton and Lehn-

ing, 2008). The number of such characteristic particles depends on the resolution

at which these ranges are subdivided.

Coupling to LES data

In order to couple the saltation model to the LES data it is run for each grid point

of the snow surface and for each time step. This gives the amount, initial velocities,

initial angle and release time of particles entering the suspension domain at each

grid point and time step. A module called suspension link was already included in

the original SLF saltation model, but has not been veri�ed yet. The idea is that for

each characteristic particle a probability of suspension is computed, depending on

the time the particle spends above a certain height. For a particle to be considered

as suspended, it has to be in pure saltation according to Bagnold (1941)):

u∗ > 10ws (3.3)

Where the terminal settling velocity ws for particles in Stoke's regime, i.e. laminar

�ow around the particle, is:

ws =
d2
pg(ρp − ρair)

18µ
(3.4)

Where dp is the particles diameter,g the acceleration due to gravity, ρp and ρair

are respectively the density of the particle and air, and µ the �uids viscosity. The

settling velocity depends on the diameter of the particle. By combining eq.3.3 and

eq.3.4 we obtain a maximal diameter so that the particle can be in suspension:

dp <

√
u∗

1.8µ

g(ρp − ρair)
(3.5)
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The Particle List

Finally the particle list for the SuM is written. It contains the following informa-

tions:

Amount Release Time
Position Ejection Velocity

Diameter
x y z Norm Angle

Table 3.1: Information about the particles written to the particle list which is the
input for the SuM

As the saltation model is 1-dimensional, each run of the model yields equilibrium

saltation at only one speci�c point in space-time. We assume that this state is valid

during a certain time lag and over a certain surface. Thus the x and y positions

as well as the time are randomly distributed within the space and the time lag for

which the run is valid.

Remark on the use

As the SaM yields similar particle density pro�les for similar shear velocities it was

decided to pre-generate typical saltation situations for the range of expected shear

velocities. This has the advantage that the computing time can be considerably

reduced, as the number of runs now only depends on the resolution of the shear

velocity range, and no longer on the temporal and spatial resolution of the modeled

situation. But this time and space independent use of the SaM is only reasonable

if there is no accounting for feedbacks from the suspension layer on the saltation

layer.

3.4 The Suspension Model (SuM)

The suspension model uses a Lagrangian stochastic approach to track the particles

reaching suspension. The resolved part of the wind �eld is enhanced by a sub-grid

scale wind component computed on the local energy dissipation rate. For details

about the computation of the SGS wind component and the interpolation methods

used the reader is invited to consult Overney (2006) and Weil et al. (2004).

The code used during this study was originally developed by Overney (2006) based

on Weil et al. (2004). In the approach of Weil et al. (2004) the particles were

assumed to follow the �uid. Thus: vparticle = vfluid. Overney (2006) extended

this approach to heavy particles by adding of a velocity term that accounts for the
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particles weight. For the additional velocity term the Stokes �nal settling velocity

(eq.3.4) was taken. By doing this he had to reduce the time step due to �uid-

trajectory crossing by the particles.

In this chapter the addition of the drag module to the original code from Overney

(2006) will be looked at, as well as some modi�cations in the structure of the code

in order to adapt it to a bigger number of particles.

3.4.1 Particle acceleration by drag

A particle moving through a turbulent wind �eld is accelerated by the drag force,

the particle's weight, the electrical force, the magnus lift due to particle spin and a

aerodynamic lift as illustrated in �g. 3.4 According to Ungar and Ha� (1987) the

Figure 3.4: Forces acting on a particle moving through a turbulent �uid: drag force
FD, weightW , electrical force FE, magnus lift due to particle spin FM , aerodynamic
lift FL

magnus lift, the aerodynamic lift and the electrical force are relatively small. They

are therefore neglected in the actual version of the saltation model. The drag force

in contrast is the main component of particle acceleration. Also the weight of the

particle becomes important, especially for heavy particles. The acceleration due to

gravity is:

W = mpg (3.6)

where mp is the particles weight (cf. section 2.2.2) As already discussed in section

2.2.2, the acceleration due to drag depends primarily on the particles shape, and

on its relative velocity to the wind �eld.

FD =
1

2
· ρairv2

rCDA (3.7)

where vr is the relative velocity of the particle to the wind �eld, and A the drag

relevant surface as in eq.2.1. The drag coe�cient CD represents the aerodynamic

relevant characteristics of the particle, and is computed as following (Doorschot
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and Lehning, 2002):

CD =
24

Rer
+

6

1 +
√
Rer

+ 0.4 (3.8)

Where the particles relative Reynolds number Re as it passes through a �uid is:

Rer =
|ur| ρairdp

µ
(3.9)

In order to get the total particle acceleration we put ap = FD+W
mp

which, with eq.

3.7,2.1,2.3 and 3.6 gives us :

ap =
3

4
· ρair
ρp
· CDv

2
r

dp
+ g (3.10)

In order to account for the problem mentioned in section 2.2.2, we have ρp = γρice

as in eq. 2.3. Finally for the use in the code the eq. 3.10 is split up into x,y and z

components.

Timescale

In presence of turbulence the direction and amplitude of the wind velocity is neither

constant in time nor in space. Therefore the autocorrelation time of the particles

movement has to be adapted to the local conditions. This means that for example

a particle within a large eddy structure at high altitude is supposed to have a

longer timescale than a particle in small turbulent structures close to the ground.

The particle size and density are also relevant to determine the timescale, because

heavy particles tend to cross wind trajectories due to the e�ect gravity and particle

inertia.

To satisfy the Markovian motion (Thomson, 1987), the autocorrelation time of the

particles must be small enough so that two successive velocity increments can be

considered as independent. According to Thomson (1987) the time interval ∆t can

be much longer than the Kolmogorov timescale, but its frequency 1
∆t has to be in

the inertial subrange.

To determine the time step for drag dt, we take a reduced lagrangian autocorrelation

time as described by Overney (2006):

dt = 0.0125
2σ2

C0ε
(3.11)

The origin of this expression is described in Overney (2006), Weil et al. (2004) and

Thomson (1987) which declare the values of the parameters α = 0.025,β = 0.5 and

C0 = 3 as best �tting to their data sets. Thus this values will be used during the
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study. However the origin and the independence of the three parameters remains

unclear. But all of the three mentioned authors (Overney, 2006; Weil et al., 2004;

Thomson, 1987) agree on the fact that the three parameters have a low impact on

the results.

3.4.2 The Code

Large numbers of Particles

In order to be able to model suspension during a snow drift event, an important

number of particles must be dealt with. In this scope, the code has to be capable

to process this large amount of particles. To allow that two major improvement

were made:

(1) The �le handling in the original version of the code was not appropriate. The

output �les were not only opened when used, but were staying open throughout the

whole computing time. This led to a rapid saturation of the available input-output

slots. Further all �les accessed by by the code during the main loop were changed

to binary �les. This improves considerably the �le handling as it reduces access

time and storage space.

(2) Moreover when dealing with very large numbers of particles, the sense of storing

the exact trajectories of every particle to �les has to be questioned. On this note

an alternative output is proposed, were only the initial and the �nal state of the

particle are stored. This still gives interesting informations about the �ight time,

the entrainment position, the settling position and about the absolute distance

covered by each particle. This reduced �nal output is su�cient for basic statistics

about snow drift events. Moreover there is no need to write informations about a

particle's position to a �le during the �ight time. This means that larger amounts

of particles can be tracked in less computing time.

Structure

Concerning the structure of the code some important changes were made. The

nesting-order of the main loops was changed, in order to achieve two main goals.

(1) First to reduce the number of operations per time step and thus to reduce the

computing time demand of the code. This is also a requirement to deal with a large

number of particles. (2) Second, in prospective of future performance optimiza-

tions, the new structure allows the implementation of the code in a multiprocessor

environment without further structural changes. A simpli�ed scheme of the new

code's structure is presented in �gure 3.5.
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Figure 3.5: Structure of the Lagrangian Stochastic Suspension Model. This scheme
is a simpli�ed representation of main.f90, and can be seen as the skeleton of the
code
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Topography and Settling

In order to test if particles have settled, their heights above the ground are tested.

The particle is considered as settled if it is close to the ground. Close to the ground

should be de�ned as a parameter, but in this study it was set to the saltation height

(cf. section 2.1.2). On a �at surface this settling test is not an issue. But when

it comes to topography, the ground elevation near the particle position has to be

known. To do this, no general solution was elaborated during this study. The actual

code uses the function of the speci�ed hill (see section2.3 and eq.2.4) to compute

the local ground elevation. Thus the current version of the code is only compatible

with a �at surface, or with the mentioned topography.

Stability issue

Using the aberrant dissipation values (cf. 3.2.2) when calculating the SGS velocity

contribution causes huge local accelerations of particles. Therefore the SGS velocity

contribution was set to dis-activated during this study. Another slightly better

solution instead of just deactivating the SGS-contribution could have been to set a

cut-o� �lter on the dissipation values. But as the problem was only detected at a

late state of the study this alternative was not further examined.

Beyond there were some stability problems related to the interpolation which could

be �xed. There was a very small probability that a particle's position is exactly

on a grid point. In this case the interpolation based on a inverse distance method

yielded an in�nite weight for the value of the grid point were the particle is on. An

additional test for taking the value at the grid point without interpolation if this

happens solved this issue.
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4

Results

4.1 Atmospheric Boundary layer modeling

4.1.1 The wind �eld

Before wind �eld data could be recorded, the LES ran for several 105 time steps

to converge. Then the 3-dimensional wind data was recorded for a time period

of 10 seconds at a frequency of 100[Hz]. Figures 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 show the same

instantaneous wind sample as a xz-slice through the domain.

Figure 4.1: Instantaneous horizontal wind velocity, representation of a slice
through the middle of the domain (y = 3.2m)

Looking at the horizontal velocities (�gure 4.1) we can clearly see the char-

acteristics of a boundary layer wind pro�le, with the velocity increasing with the

altitude. However, near the ground the wind velocities are strongly perturbed by

the presence of the hill. On the windward side of the hill, the velocities tend to
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accelerate along the slope, whereas leewards the horizontal �ow is quite calm. Even

recirculation can be observed along the lee slope. Looking at the vertical wind ve-

Figure 4.2: Instantaneous vertical wind velocity, representation of a slice through
the middle of the domain (y = 3.2m)

Figure 4.3: Instantaneous wind vectors, representation of a slice through the mid-
dle of the reduced domain (y = 3.2m)

locities (�g. 4.2), we observe strong upward winds on the windward slope, which are

mainly due to the imposed wind direction by the topography. on the lee-side, the

turbulent character of the �ow becomes apparent by relatively important spacial

gradients of vertical velocities. By looking at the wind directions (�g. 4.3) some

eddy-like structures behind the hill can be distinguished.

4.1.2 Shear velocity above the saltation layer

In order to determine the shear velocity for the SaM in time and space, the relevant

values have to be extracted from the 3 dimensional data yielded by the LES. This
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appeared to be relatively complex, as it was already mentioned in section 3.2.2.

Post-processing the LES shear velocity

A post-processing in two steps is proposed to convert the 4-dimensional shear stress

data (3-d space and time) to a so called u∗-map (2-d space and time). The u∗-map

should represent the shear velocities near the ground as required by the SaM. The

�rst step of the post-processing is a simple linear interpolation along the z-axis to

get the shear stress at the saltation height. The second step is a smoothening of

the values. The necessity and the result of smoothening are elucidated below. By

Figure 4.4: u∗ averaged over 10s with sm1 (no smoothing)

Figure 4.5: smoothening over 1, 9 or 25 grids as used for the u∗ data

looking at the resulting u∗-map without smoothening (�g. 4.4) one can estimate

that the spatial shear stress gradients are too important, and thus no coherent

results to be expected. This is why a smoothening of the crude values is done.

Smoothening means that the value of each grid point is replaced by the mean

value of of its neighbors and itself. Two di�erent magnitudes of smoothening were

done, sm9 over 9 grid points and sm25 over 25 grid points (cf. �g.4.5). The

sm1 means that no smoothening is done. The smoothed u∗-maps are shown in

�gure 4.6a and 4.6b. The disadvantage of smoothening is certainly the blurring of

spatial resolution, but more important it lowers the magnitude of the peak values.
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Therefore less particles are expected to be entrained with the sm25 than with sm9

or even with the sm1.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.6: u∗ averaged over 10s with di�erent smoothening: (a) with sm9 and
(b) with sm25

4.2 Saltation-suspension layer exchange

4.2.1 The main pattern of the in and out�ows

The presented results in this section are all obtained with the moderate smoothened

(sm9 ) u∗-map as it was found to be a good compromise between lowering the gra-

dients and lowering the peaks. In the following only the particles which were settled

by the end of the run were retained for in and out�ow statistics. This avoids the

accounting for particles which have been suspended but not yet settled for the
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statistics. Doing this the total sum of the in and out�ow over the whole domain

remains null.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.7: Flux of particles entering into suspended transport (a), and �ux of
settling particles (b). The red line represents the circumference of the hill

First we take a look at the pattern of particles entering in suspension (�g.

4.7a). It shows a distinct zone located at the culmination in the center of the hill

where most of the in�ow occurs. This is what was expected as the averaged us-map

(cf. �g.4.6) shows the same pattern. Further there are several zones of �ux into

saltation along the crest parallel to the y-axis, but also one on the lee side of the

hill. Looking at the settling pattern (�g. 4.7b), a similar peak on the top of the hill

can be observed. This peak is probably due to the fact that lots of particle only

travel short distances. Thus when strong entrainment occurs, also elevated settling

rates are to be expected nearby.
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Figure 4.8: Balance of the in and out�ow through the saltation-suspension inter-
face

Figure 4.9: Balance of the in and out�ow: Lateral view

The settling peak at the culmination of the hill is largely canceled out when we

make a in�ow-out�ow balance at the interface of the two layers (�g. 4.8). Looking

at the pattern of the in�ow-out�ow balance, one can observe that the snow is

preferentially reaching the suspension layer on the wind exposed side of the hill

just in front of the crest. The settling into the saltation layer occurs over a wider

spread zone. Whereas the main deposition takes place a little downwards from the

crest on the lee-slope.

4.2.2 Comparison with sand dune morphology

One can imagine that mass transfer from the wind-ward side to the lee side of the

hill leads to a change in its shape. A �attening of the slope exposed to the wind
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Figure 4.10: Shear stress over the streamline curvature of a sand dune. Typical
erosion and deposition zones are emphasized (adapted from Wiggs et al., 1996)

and a steepening of the slope lee-sides can be expected. This is in agreement with

di�erent studies about the wind-shaped morphology of sand dunes. The in�ow-

out�ow pattern on the modeled hill (4.9)is similar to the erosion and deposition

zones observed on sand dunes by Wiggs et al. (1996) (4.10). A similar phenomena

to the rather steep slip face formation (right hand side slope of �gure 4.10) could

occur on our studied hill due to the pronounced deposition lee-sides.

Remarkable is also the pattern of the settling behind the hill when looking from

the top (�g. 4.8). In fact it reminds us of the typical shape of a barchan dune

(U-shaped sand dune, see 4.11). The formation of the two lateral horns as well

as an accumulation zone behind the crest followed by a nearly accumulation free

zone further down the slope can be guessed from the settling pattern. This would

indicate an evolution towards a typical shape of barchan dunes as illustrated in

�gure 4.11

Figure 4.11: Barchan dune formation: The typical shape of a barchan dune with
two horns and the slip face on the lee side is formed independent of the initial shape
(from Hersen, 2004)
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4.3 Further Results

When looking at the statistics of particle �ight time and absolute distance covered

4.12 one can observe that most of the particles cover absolute distances which are

shorter than 1m.

(a) (b)

Figure 4.12: �ight time (a) and absolute distance covered (b). distribution of
particles in suspension during the modeled time period

The �gure 4.13 shows some examples of frames as used to produce the anima-

tions furnished with the digital support of the present study. In the animations we

can observe very natural behavior of the particles in suspension. Also a elevated

concentration of particles trapped in the recirculation zone lee sides of the hill can

be observed.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.13: frames extracted from animation of particles in suspension
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5

Future improvements

The present study accomplished a �rst step towards a promising model for snow

drift over complex terrain. It also identi�ed some key issues for further improve-

ment. This section is a recapitulation of some of the most important points that

should be considered for.

Fully coupling

The most important improvement of the studied model is certainly the full coupling

of the LES, the SaM and the SuM. Full coupling means that the models would

run simultaneously and with synchronized time steps, and thus allow bidirectional

information exchange. Compared to the sequential coupling of the three models,

the full coupling would have two major impacts: reducing the resource demand

in terms of data storage and computing time demand and allowing bidirectional

feedback between the coupled models

(1) The sequential coupling implemented during this study means that the models

are run one after the other. Because of this, the entire dataset resulting from a

model that will be used by the next model must be stored. Thus during a run

large amount of data has to be written to relatively slow physical memory which

increases the computing time demand. Moreover considerable amounts of storage

place has to be available. In the case of this study this is especially true for the data

yielded by the LES: The output data yielded by the LES took about 8 GB for wind

�eld data and another 200 MB of shear stress data. And this for a modeled time of

only 10s (105 time steps). With a direct coupling between the models, the slices of

instantaneous data would be used directly by the SaM and the SuM. Therefore the

data could remain in the much faster virtual memory (RAM), and no important

amounts of physical storage space would be needed. Finally a full coupling would
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allow reasonable modeling of more time steps and higher grid resolutions. This

indeed within the limit of the RAM available.

(2) Further the sequential coupling has the disadvantage that the data between the

models �ows in only one direction. Thus no feedback e�ects between the models

could be considered during this study. With direct coupling the modeled time

would be synchronously processed by the models, and bidirectional data exchange

would be possible. Probably the most important feedback when talking about

snow transport modeling is the change in topography by snow accumulation and

erosion. Indeed the topography has a direct impact on the wind �eld which drives

transport mechanism. Another feedback mechanism which could be implemented

is the dynamics of air temperature and humidity. It interacts for example trough

sublimation with the suspended snow and with the stability of the atmosphere,

impacting the presence of turbulent motions.

Sub grid scale troubles

The LES shows some unexpected behavior when it comes to sub grid scale modeling

close to the immersed boundaries as shortly described in section 3.2.2. But as the

problem is beyond the scope of this study it was no further investigated. Neverthe-

less it is an important issue to be solved as during this study both transport models

were a�ected: The SaM trough the necessary application of a smoothening (4.1.2)

which reduced spatial shear velocity peaks. And the SuM through the disabling of

the sgs-velocity component and therewith the ignoring of the sgs modeling.

Geometrical issues

The geometrical problems can be divided into two parts. First there is the extrac-

tion of the relevant shear velocity values to feed the SaM which should be done

by the LES (cf. section 3.2.2). This is directly depended on the topography and

should be properly related to the immersed boundaries. Second, the same geometry

should be properly implemented into the SuM. For this study a static solution was

implemented. Therefore it is only valid for the speci�c case of topography used

during this study (cf. section 3.4.2).

Saltation Link

The saltation layer is only slightly coupled to the SuM. Information about particles

with a probability to reach suspension are passed to the SuM. But this is done

without taking into account their quitting or re-entering into the saltation layer.
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Thus particles leaving or entering towards or from the suspension layer do not

have an impact on equilibrium saltation. A correct modeling of particle exchange

between the layers should account for that. Further no successful implementation

of the slope angle for saltation was achieved due to similar geometric problems as

discussed above. Knowing that these would have an impact on particles trajectories

the slope angle is expected to be signi�cant (Doorschot et al., 2004).
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6

Conclusion

The coupling of LES with immersed boundaries to Lagrangian stochastic suspension

and saltation models reveals itself as a promising method to model snow drift at

height spacial and temporal resolution. The simpli�ed coupling of the models was

successful and revealed imported issues to focus on in future work. There are many

challenges remaining in order to create a useful and accurate tool. Whereas the

full coupling of the models should be the priority because it comprises signi�cant

room for improvement. However the results of this study show that the behavior of

the coupled models does mainly agree with current understanding of aeolian solid

transport. Also the trajectories of the particles moving through the turbulent wind

�eld are very realistic, even tough this could only be veri�ed in a qualitative way (cf.

section 4.3). Moreover the observed shear stress is comparable to �eld observations

on sand dunes, and similarities with the early stage of barchan dune formation was

discovered.
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